Are you a long time MarineQuester? Not sure what MarineQuest program to attend this summer?

Once you are 14 years old there are many summer programs that have prerequisites. In an attempt to help guide you through your years with MarineQuest, we have come up with several different scenarios that lead you through our pipeline.

**Oceans-17 prerequisites** — Must be 17 and have Open Water SCUBA Certification or 16 having previously attended O.C.E.A.N.S. and have Open Water SCUBA Certification

**Sea Shots and Underwater Ichthyologist** — Must have Open Water SCUBA Certification

### Pipelines to Oceans-17

- **Surf-n-Science**
  - Ocean Lab → Surf-n-Science
  - Dive Hawks → OCEANS
  - OCEANS → Oceans-17

- **Sea GEMS**
  - Ocean Lab → Sea GEMS
  - OCEANS → Ocean Chemystery
  - Ocean Chemystery → Dive Hawks
  - Dive Hawks → Oceans-17
  - OCEANS → Oceans of Change

- **Sea LAB**
  - Ocean Lab → Sea LAB
  - OCEANS → OCEANS-17
  - OCEANS → UW Ichthyologist
  - UW Ichthyologist → Oceans-17

- **Sea Shots**
  - Ocean Lab → Sea Shots
  - Dive Hawks → Sea Shots

If you are unsure how exactly you fit into the pipeline, please email marinequest@uncw.edu